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PREFACE

THIS IS WHO
WE ARE:
INSISTENCE
& QUALITY

A SUCCESSFUL FUTURE MUST BE BASED
ON STRONG ROOTS.
Michael Zehe,
Managing Director

20 years in business and now

What began with a mixing

friends for their excellent coope-

another minor premier - the

vessel 20 years ago has now

ration. Their work has laid the

first edition of ROWE INSIDE.

become one of the leading lubri-

foundations for a secure future

A

cant manufacturers in Germany

for ROWE and will keep us

and a global company. The deci-

moving forwards for many years

sive factor for our success has

to come. Please have a look at

always been that we have high

our new ROWE INSIDE. I hope

demands of ourselves as well as

that you will enjoy learning more

the quality of our work and our

about our business.

while ago somebody
asked me what had
been the most beautiful moment of my life. The
answer is actually both difficult and very simple. There
have been many beautiful
moments. But they all had
one thing in common: When
the projects that my team and
I have worked on come to fruition as they should - then this
is a beautiful moment.

products.

Satisfied

customers

don‘t just come out of nowhere.
We work hard every single day
to

ensure

highest

customer

Yours sincerely,

satisfaction, and many people
have contributed to this.

You w
ill
find th
e
b
ig
annive
rsar y s
p
ecial
on pag
e 14.

And I would like to take this
opportunity to thank all of my
staff, partners, colleagues and

Michael Zehe
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DID YOU KNOW?

Since its foundation, ROWE

SET-UP OF THE
PRODUCTION LINES

has developed a comprehensive

portfolio

of

HIGHTEC

lubricants MADE IN GERMANY
with a total of 500 products.
The state-of-the-art factory II
in Worms has been designed
according to the latest standards. Our entire experience of
over 20 years as a manufacturer
has gone into the development
of the new site. Here we are
producing HIGHTEC lubricants
MADE IN GERMANY according
to

customer

specifications

-

flexibly and subject to highest
quality assurance systems. All
of our products fulfill the challenging requirements of both
industrial applications and engine technology. ROWE lubricants are developed in our own
laboratory to ensure maximum
performance.

ROWE CONTRIBUTES
ROWE takes responsibility for
standardisation & associations.
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DID YOU KNOW?

A STRONG PLAYER IN THE MARKET
Due to the state-of-the-art

bricants and additives each year.

oils. For 2015, we expect an an-

systems and the expansion of

With our optimised structure

nual turnover of approx. 110m

our production in the Worms

of a total of 12 subsidiaries, the

Euros.

factory II, ROWE is able to pro-

company holds a market share

duce up to 180,000 tons of lu-

of approx. 11 percent for engine

EVERY 10TH CAR USES
ROWE PRODUCTS

50 percent of all ROWE lubricants are exported. With total

11 %

sales in Germany of approx.
one million tons of lubricants
and 275,000

tons of engine

oil, in 2014 every 10th car in
Germany used engine oils by
ROWE (statistical value).

Market share

GREAT SUGGESTIONS
Satisfied employees are the
biggest asset of any successful
business, and this also applies
to ROWE.
Our staff survey showed both a
strong connection with thecompany and its values and high
levels of employee satisfaction.
This becomes apparent from,
amongst other things, the many
good ideas, which our staff
come up with in order to get
involved in ROWE‘s continuing
development.
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COVER STORY // EXTREME TEST

ROWE RACING IN A SUCCESSFUL EXTREME TEST: RACING
ENGINE ACHIEVES RECORD-BREAKING PERFORMANCE OF
MORE THAN 50,000 KILOMETRES WITHOUT REVISION
10 | MARCH 2015 ROWE INSIDE

EXTREME TEST // COVER STORY

IT KEEPS
RUNNING
& RUNNING

R

OWE RACING and the
SLS AMG GT3 are synonymous

with

superior

long-distance performance. Since
2011, the racing team from Worms
has been using the gull-wing
Mercedes from Affalterbach. Now
the

long-standing

cooperation

enjoys even more success with
an extreme test that underlines
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COVER STORY // EXTREME TESTST

» We have pushed
it hard over both
short and long
distances. «

the

well-known

of

50,000 kilometers at racing speed

the Mercedes AMG engines. An

without any revision and almost

Michael Zehe says: „The objec-

engine, which has been used by

exclusively covered on one of

tive of this extraordinary test

ROWE RACING, has managed

the most challenging racetracks

was to research the longevity of

to achieve a record-breaking

in the world - the legendary

the Mercedes AMG engines in

performance

Nürburgring Nordschleife.

combination with the use of our

of

reliability

more

than

12 | MÄRZ 2015 ROWE INSIDE

ROWE

Managing

Director

EXTREME TEST // COVER STORY

approx. 1.25
times around
the world –
at racing
speed!
The deployments of
the record-breaking
ROWE RACING
engine at a glance:
• 28 races - VLN
Nürburgring
ROWE HIGHTEC lubricants.

We are

now going to carry out comprehensive examinations of the engine and

overall in the legendary 24h-race on
• two 24h-races on

the Nürburgring in 2014.
ROWE RACING team boss Hans-

we expect to gain valuable insights

Peter

with regard to the technology transfer

treated the engine with kid gloves.

the Nürburgring

Naundorf says: „We have not
• 2 races - ADAC GT

from the racetrack to ordinary roads.“

On the contrary: We have pushed

The record is as remarkable as

it hard again and again, over both

the success story of the engine. The

short and long distances. If an

The record-breaking

engine completed the 50,000-kilo-

unopened engine with such high

distance of 50,000

meter run with a win at the ninth

performance is still able to deliver

kilometers equals:

VLN race, the ROWE DMV-250-mile

these kind of results at the highest

race. At the finish line, the milometer

level in sports, it means that both

of the gull-wing Mercedes with the

the engine and the employed ROWE

on the Nürburgring

n umber #6 showed precisely 50,150

products are high quality.“

and its legendary

km. On the same day, the car had
already attracted attention with its

Masters

• approx 2,000 laps

Nordschleife
THE ENGINE AT A GLANCE
• more than twelve

fastest VLN qualifying of all times:
With a time of 7:59.797 minutes,

AMG V8 aspirated engine, situ-

full 24h-races on

Christian Hohenadel stayed below

ated in the front-centre behind the

the Nürburgring

the magical 8-minute limit on the

front axis, 6,208 ccm engine size, 4

combination

Nürburgring

valves per cylinder, dry sump lubri-

sprint course and the Nordschleife.

cation, approx. 550 HP at 7,300 rpm,

This year‘s win of the sixth VLN run,

approx. 650 Nm at 4,800 rpm, 0-100

the 6-hour race, by ROWE RACING

km/h in 3.8 seconds, Vmax (depen-

is also down to the record-breaking

ding on transmission ratio) more

engine – as well as the third place

than 300 km/h.

of

the
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COVER STORY // 20 YEARS OF ROWE

1995 TO 2015
A SUCCESS STORY
The development of ROWE is characterised by Micheal Zehe
and his ideals as an SME entrepreneur.

T

he

rapid

develop-

been used up. Costs were signi-

for a good friend in Denmark.

ment of ROWE from

ficantly exceeding the earnings.

After he had made a turnover of

beginnings

„The beginning was an enor-

80,000 D-Marks within the first

in his father‘s workshop to a

mous risk,“ remembers Michael

four months, ROWE achieved a

global business has never been

Zehe. „It was all or nothing.“

turnover of 2.1m at the end of

a sure-fire success. In May 1996,

But then he had a break. Zehe

the second year. Since then, the

the original bank loan of one

began filling car antifreeze into

company‘s turnover has more

million Deutsche Marks had

containers

than doubled in many years. At

humble

14 | MÄRZ 2015 ROWE INSIDE

in

Flörsheim-Dals

20 YEARS OF ROWE // COVER STORY

such a rapid growth rate, the

D-Mark and Euro of earnings

invest when an opportunity

production systems must always

flowed back into the business.

shows itself.

be kept up to date and new

„The cash stays in the company,

The second pillar of ROWE‘s

staff need to be employed. This

where it needs to work,“ says

success is the organisational

requires investment.

Michael Zehe. He is describing

culture with its clear focus on
premium quality.

» Every single D-Mark and Euro of
earnings flowed back into the
business. «

REGULAR CUSTOMERS APPRECIATE RELIABLE QUALITY
It is this principle, which has

As a result, there has been no

an essential factor of ROWE‘s

secured ROWE a number of

distribution of profits at ROWE

success: The basic principle of

satisfied regular customers in

in the past 20 years. Every single

the SME entrepreneur to always

the private label sector over the
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COVER STORY // 20 YEARS OF ROWE

Milestones
April 2014
Start of production in
the Worms factory.
April 2014
ROWE Russia
is founded.
December 2013
New headquarters are
opened in Worms.
November 2009
Increase of production
to 60,000 tons per year.
September 2008
Completion and move
into the new office
building in Bubenheim.
January 2008
Extension of the
filling capacities
in Bubenheim.
December 2007
Beginning of construction of the new office

years. These are customers who care

communication with his customers,

about their brand and are prepared

and today those products still form

building in Bubenheim.

to pay a few cents more for reliably

the wide base of his portfolio. There

August 2006

are few German lubricants manufac-

» A comprehensive
product range
allows ROWE to
react flexibly
of costumer
requirements. «

turers with such a comprehensive
product range. This allows ROWE to
react flexibly to a wide range of very
different customer requirements.
However, the ROWE culture also

Construction of
the new store for
empty containers
in Bubenheim.
Spring 2000
Due to the continuous growth, the

means that each employee is given

factory is relocated

a role, in which he or she can deliver

to Bubenheim.

the highest value for the business.
Zehe is very clear about this: „We

8 February 1995
ROWE MINERAL-

employ people with very different

ÖLWERK GMBH is

resulted

qualities. What matters is that they

founded in

in a true win-win situation: With

all respect each other and that every

Flörsheim-Dalsheim in

the growth of its customers, ROWE

single one contributes his specific

Rhine-Hessian by Dipl.

expanded as well. Zehe developed

talents and experience to the benefit

many of his products based on the

of all.“

high

performance.

This
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Ing. (FH) Michael Zehe.

MICHAEL ZEHE // PORTRAIT

A BORN FIGHTER
Climbing a high mountain peak is very similar
to the daily life of an entrepreneur

L

osing is not an option for

„You need to be able to be

service also mean that the

Michael Zehe. The passio-

determined in order to achieve

product names clearly state

nate sportsman

your goal,“ says Zehe.

what the product does. True

loves to win – whether it is

to this principle, Zehe came

while competing with others or

SO THAT EVERYBODY KNOWS

up with the company name

battling with his own personal

WHERE THEY ARE AT

„ROWE“, which is simply short

challenges.

Zehe

has

climbed

for „Rheinhessisches Oelwerk“

some of the highest peaks on

The entrepreneur is convinced that

(Rhine-Hessian

earth, participated in Ironman

his products must deliver what it

Actually, the long-term company

triathlons and driven racing cars,

says on the tin. „With us, custo-

headquarters were in Buben-

for example at the 24h-race on the

mers get what they have ordered

heim in Palatinate. „But now

Nürburgring. He is always looking

and paid for. Over the years, this

we have moved back to Worms

for a fair competition.

has given us a good standing on

in Rhine-Hessia,“ explains Zehe.

the market.“

This must be a good sign for a

And this has many parallels with
the daily life of an entrepreneur.

Transparency and customer

oil

factory).

successful future.
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FOCUS // THE WORLD OF ROWE

ITEC FÜLL − UND VERSCHLIESSTECHNIK PROVIDES
STATE-OF-THE-ART FILLING SYSTEMS AND PLANTS
FOR ROWE, THEREBY CREATING THE TECHNICAL BASE
FOR A PRODUCTION TO THE LATEST STANDARDS.

DUE TO ROWE‘S OWN COMBINED HEAT
AND POWER PLANT AND AN EFFICIENT
PRODUCTION USING STATE-OF-THE-ART
PLANTS, ROWE CAN OPERATE COST-EFFECTIVELY WHILE PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT.

TURNOVER IN TONS

48
2012

56
2013

71
2014

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION IS OUR
HIGHEST PRIORITY. IN ORDER TO ENSURE THIS,
WE PROVIDE RELIABLE SERVICE, OPTIMUM
QUALITY AND INDIVIDUAL CONSULTING.
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THE WORLD OF ROWE
MADE IN GERMANY

THE ROWE PRODUCT RANGE HAS BEEN

FROM A SINGLE SOURCE

CONTINUOUSLY DEVELOPED SINCE THE
COMPANY‘S FOUNDATION. TODAY, THE
PORTFOLIO INCLUDES HIGH-QUALITY
LUBRICANTS FOR ALL SECTORS.

R

IN

E OILS
GIN
BR
EN
RAULIC
A
D
O
Y
IL
H
IND
US
TS
N

LUBRICAN
T
S
GRE
FO
S
TS
A
N
AL
S
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T
S
E
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BR
UID
L
I
F
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N
I
H E CA
E
W
K
M
L AND
S
M
IA
R
T

OOD INDU
E F
S
TH G E A R O I L TR
Y
S
LUBRIC
A
S

G

WITH ITS PROFESSIONAL SALES STRATEGY,
ROWE SUCCESSFULLY MARKETS ITS PRODUCTS
TO AUTOMOTIVE MANUFACTURERS, THE
MINERAL OIL TRADE, EXPORTERS, INDUSTRY,
THE PARTS TRADE AND THE DIY TRADE.

Key figures ...

ALL ROWE PRODUCTS ARE SAFELY PACKED IN AN
ECOFRIEDLY MANNER ACCORDING TO APPLICABLE
LAWS AND REGULATIONS IN CONTAINERS
THAT ARE MANUFACTURERD BY PALBO.

Raw materials storage capacity

6.200*

Finished products storage capacity

5.200*

Mischkapazität
*in 1.000 Liter

800*

INTERESTING FACTS

VALUE-FOR-MONEY WINNER
HIGHTEC VINTAGE
SAE 20W-50
„Discerning selection“. Under this slogan, AUTO ZEITUNG
CLASSIC CARS magazine tested 15 oils of SAE class 20W-50
for classic cars under laboratory conditions.
This also included our own
ROWE

HIGHTEC

VINTAGE

SAE 20W-50, which
declared

the

was

value-for-

money winner of this test
series because of its high
product

performance

attractive price.

Read the
report
here.

Our

Classic

featured

in

Oil

was

also

the

„Oldtimer

Markt“ January 2015 issue.

D

ue to the attractive
price, Oldtimer Markt
declared us the value-

for-money winner amongst 17
oils. Please read the full report
of the oil test in the current
Oldtimer

Markt

issue

from

January 2015.
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and

INTERESTING FACTS

THE NEW ADDITIVES
A modern design, easy to

behaviour. Improves the proper-

with other, commonly used petrol

use, increased protection and

ties of middle distillates. Reduces

additives. Item No. 22202-030-03,

performance for the engine.

the formation of paraffin crystals.

content 300 ml.

Suitable for catalytic converter
HIGHTEC DIESEL

engines. For summer and winter

SYSTEM PROTECT

diesel

types.

Compatible

other

commonly

used

HIGHTEC OCTANE BOOSTER

with
diesel

Octane

booster

for

petrol

Diesel system protection: Excellent

additives. Item No. 22209-017-03,

engines: Premium product for

corrosion protection. Increases the

content 150 ml.

increasing the octane number.

cetane number, loosens deposits

Recommended

for

sporty

and reduces the foaming tendency.

HIGHTEC

engines and in the event of poor

Improved fuel stability. Suitable

INJECTION CLEANER

fuel quality. Suitable for cata-

for catalytic converter engines.

lytic converter engines. Compa-

Compatible with other commonly

Injection system cleaning agent

tible with other, commonly used

used diesel additives.

for petrol engines: Excellent

petrol additives. Item No. 22204-

cleaning

016-03, content 150 ml.

Item No.

22205-025-03, content 250 ml.

of

petrol

injection

systems, removes residue and
HIGHTEC DIESEL FLOW FIT

deposits. Suitable for catalytic
converter engines. Saves fuel,

Flow improver for diesel engines:

increases performance and is

Highly

point

eco-friendly. Add one dose to

improver. Optimises the filtration

every tank filling. Compatible

effective

pour

You also find
all of the
news on our
homepage.
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INTERESTING FACTS

ROWE OFFERS
GREASES

The importance of
greases should not be
underestimated.

Especially when used as long-term lubricants,
they are important design elements. Grease
protects

friction

points

against

external

influences such as splashing and spray water,
moisture and contamination as well as protecting against corrosion and wear.

B

ased on its vision as a company of the
future, ROWE MINERALÖLWERK GMBH is
expanding its „Greases and Pastes“ division.

For this important operation, company boss

Michael Zehe relies on the competence and
many years of experience of the ROWE Grease
Team including Product Manager and Product

22 | MARCH 2015 ROWE INSIDE

INTERESTING FACTS

Did you
know?!
What is
grease
made of?

Grease is a lubricating oil that has
been prevented
from running-off
by adding a
thickener.

» Products with
maximum
performance are
developed in the
newly fitted
grease lab. «

Developer

The

grease range allows us to offer

premium-qua-

our customers even better levels

lity high-performance greases in

of support and to cover the entire

close cooperation with customers.

lubricant demand from a single

„The broad product family of the

source,“ ROWE boss Michael Zehe is

HIGHTEC

keen to point out.

team

Mario

develops

Meinert.

GREASEGUARD

greases

allows customers to choose the

BASE OIL
Mineral oils,
polyalphaolefines,
esters, silicon oils,
polyisobutenes, etc.
THICKENER
Metal soaps,
bentonites,
polyurethanes, etc.
ADDITIVES
EP, anti-wear,
anti-corrosion,
anti-oxidation additives,
solid lubricants, etc.
Festschmierstoffe,…
WATER = OIL

product that best fulfills their requi-

PLUS ADDITIVES

rements,“ explains Mario Meinert.
We have been researching in
the newly fitted grease laboratory
since early May in order to be able

More details?

to offer the perfect grease with
highest quality and performance for

Due to the strong inte-

the most demanding applications.

rest in this subject, we

Furthermore,

the

lab

are providing you with

enables the company to carry out

our basic information

compatibility

about greases in the

tests

ROWE
in

order

to

support customers with product

following, which you can also find on

changes. „The extension of the

our homepage.

SPONGE =
THICKENER
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FOCUS // NEW FACTORY

NEW ROWE
HEADQUARTERS
The relocation to the new site marks the beginning
of further growth.
After the project start in

W

ith the construc-

own energy supply, optimised

tion of the Worms

storage systems and logistics

site,

has

will be working at full capacity.

by April 2015. This will be the

entered a new era in its company

„The new systems that have

beginning of a new chapter

history. By April this year, the

been constructed from scratch

in ROWE‘s history.

relocation of the production

and are perfectly configured

will have been completed and

allow us to produce more effi-

the new factory including its

ciently. Also, the attractive new

2013, the new Worms site will
have reached its full capacity
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ROWE

NEW FACTORY // FOCUS

building improves our interna-

way,

specialist

with its 82,000 sqm premises

tional standing,“ says a proud

continues to set benchmarks

(which equals approximately 11

ROWE boss Michael Zehe.

with its high-quality products,

football pitches) is one of the

the

lubricant

biggest and most modern lubri„This increases customer confidence in us, and we are proving
our competence in the business.
Customers who visit us in Worms
can see for themselves that we
don‘t just advertise quality, but
are actually delivering it.“
THE NEW FACTORY

» This creates
confidence in us:
high quality,
short delivery
times and
attractive
prices. «

cant factories in Europe.
QUALITY OF THE
PERFORMANCE PROCESSES
Due to the high product quality,
short delivery times and competitive

price,

the

company,

which is certified according to
DIN EN ISO 9001:2008, ISO/TS

From 2015, ROWE is able to

motivated staff and excellent

16949:2009 and ISO 14001 is an

produce up to 120,000 tons of

service. 32 mixing vessels and 6

acknowledged partner for an

„HIGHTEC products MADE IN

state-of-the-art filling systems

increasing number of customers

GERMANY“ in Worms. In this

ensure that the new factory

from Germany and abroad.
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MERCEDES
BRAKE SYSTEM

Front: 6-piston brake calipers,
rear: 4-piston brake calipers,
Renn-ABS BOSCH M4

4710 x 1990 x 1195 mm

((length x width x height),

wheelbase 2680 mm

SUSPENSION (REAR)
Aluminium suspension with double
wishbones all-round, adjustment
options for spring and damper set-ups,
toe and camber, vehicle height and
stabilisers at front and rear axes

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

// SLS AMG GT3
TYRES

STEERING

18“ AMG alloy wheels with

Rack-and-pinion steering

central locking,

with a more direct trans-

front: 30 / 64 18 racing tyres,

misson and servo support

ENGINE
V8 aspirated engine, situated in the front-centre behind the
front axis, 6208 ccm engine size, four valves per cylinder, dry
sump lubrication, approx. 550 HP at 7,300 rpm, approx. 650
Nm at 4,800 rpm, 0-100 km/h in 3.8 seconds, Vmax
(depending on transmission ratio) of more than 300 km/h

rear: 31 / 68 18 racing tyres

POWER TRANSMISSION
Rear wheel drive, sequential
6-speed gearbox in transaxle layout,
operated via rocker switches at the
steering wheel, locking differential,
traction control
CHASSIS
Aluminium space frame con-struction,
doors and roof plus exterior attachments made of carbon, rollover cage

TECHNICAL DATA

NEWS FROM THE COMPANY

WATER TREATMENT
Water is the most valuable
resource for humanity.
SZ Water Treatment Systems

„New products and processes

for these branches of industry.

GmbH, founded in November

and a spirit of innovation make

In this way, two modern and

2014, specialises in industrial

it possible to save incredible

innovative sectors meet and

water treatment.

amounts of water in industry,

can support each other. The

agriculture and private house-

know-how of lubricant produc-

ogether with its affi-

holds,“

tion as well as the necessary

liated

SZ

bauer. Both partner companies

technology

Treatment

offer „green“ products as inno-

knowledge are ideally suited

vative solutions of the future.

to the field of water treatment.

T

company

Water

Systems GmbH, the Managing
Directors Jürgen Stilgenbauer

The

says

Jürgen

automotive,

Stilgen-

food

or

The

and

know-how

of

chemical

lubricant

and Michael Zehe promote an

drinks industries require, use

production as well as the neces-

eco-friendly

resource-sa-

and contaminate vast quantities

sary technology and chemical

ving use of water as a highly

of water. At the same time, lubri-

knowledge are ideally suited to

valuable resource.

cants are absolutely essential

the field of water treatment.

and

ROWE GOES EAST

ROWE has significantly increased

in Moscow in November 2014,

its business towards the East.

the export business to the East

The next step in our expan-

has been expanded in order to

sion onto the Eastern Euro-

With the foundation of ROWE

be better placed to provide the

pean market is the foundation

Russia GmbH in April 2014 and

Eastern market with reliable lubri-

of ROWE Romania, which is

the opening of a branch office

cants of premium quality.

currently in process.
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The

new company is based in Worms.

NEWS FROM THE COMPANY

Plastic containers are the speciality of PALBO
GmbH, which was founded in 2010.

PALBO GMBH

B

low moulding is used
for

manufacturing

containers

for lubri-

cants, radiator antifreeze,
and brake fluid on state-ofthe-art systems. From the 250-ml
bottle to a 5-litre canister, Palbo
offers numerous products of
different shapes and sizes.
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NEWS FROM THE COMPANY

ITEC GMBH
The

filling

machines

and

of

closing

Bubenheim-

based ITEC provide serial as
well as individual solutions
for resource-saving processes.
The

engineers

and

techni-

cians of ITEC GmbH are focussed
on continuous innovation to the
benefit of their customers. They
have many years of experience
with the filling of low-viscosity
to paste-like media as well as
non-foaming to heavily foaming
media. They have the necessary
technical equipment and always
keep quality in mind. Their
approach is detail-focussed and
precise.

THE MARKETING
PROFESSIONALS
The youngest member of the

on successful B2B communica-

are also responsible for the

ROWE family of companies was

tion in the following areas as

various sponsoring activities of

founded in January 2015.

print and web media, organiza-

ROWE.

tion exhibitions and developing
The ROWE MARKETING GMBH

advertising media.

As a result, ROWE Group will
be able to increase its market

offers full service with traditi-

Incidentally the new „ROWE

onal and new media. The team

INSIDE“ were created by the

opportunities for high-quality

of ROWE Marketing GmbH relies

marketing Professionals. They

customer services.
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presence

and

create

new

EVENTS

THE EXHIBITIONS
AUTOMECHANIKA DUBAI
As a global industry player,

to participate in future EuroB-

the stand of ADAC Motorsport

LECH events in order to further

at the Essen Motor Show. JP

extend its market presence.

Kraemer was in high demand

ROWE exhibited at the Autome-

for his autographs.

chanika in Dubai, the biggest

AUTOMECHANIKA

international automotive after-

FRANKFURT

market trade fair in the Middle
East, from 3rd to 5th June 2014.

From 16th to 20th September
2014 we exhibited at the Auto-

EUROBLECH HANNOVER

mechanika in Frankfurt. The
ROWE stand at this leading

For the very first time, ROWE

international trade fair for the

exhibited at the EuroBLECH in

automotive

Hanover, Germany, the biggest

visitors to meet the „PS-Profi“

trade

Jean Pierre JP Kraemer in person

fair

for

sheet

metal

processing in the world, from

industry

allowed

and ask him for his autograph.

21st to 25th October 2014. The
company from Worms intends

AUTOMECHANIKA
SHANGHAI
ROWE also exhibited in the
Far East at the Automechanika

ADAC MOTORSHOW ESSEN

in Shanghai from 9th to 12th
December 2014. Our 110-sqm

Another big appearance for

stand demonstrated the quali-

the ROWE RACING cars was

ties, which lubricants MADE IN

from 28th November until 6th

GERMANY have to offer, to the

of December 2014. A Mercedes

Chinese public.

SLS AMG GT3 of the Worms 24h
racing team was on display on
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FOCUS // SUSTAINABILITY

YES,
WE CAN

Combined heat and power allows ROWE to operate the new
Worms factory without any need for external energy supplies.
Energy savings in business
are not just a question of
protecting resources and the
environment, but also reduce
costs.

XHAUST AIR EF
E
G
FE
IN
CT
S
I
U

F

or ROWE, the commit-

the same time,” underlines Plant

ment to an environmen-

Manager Dr Thomas Nießen.

tally

And heat is needed in many

friendly

business

also includes efficient energy

different places.

management. The basis for this

5.4m litres of base oils and

concept is the new combined

additives are stored in tanks,

heat and power plant with a

which can be heated via heating

thermal output of 600 kW and

coils. In order to heat such big

an electrical output of 530 kW,

quantities by a mere 2 degrees,

which has been constructed in

vast amounts of energy are

Worms and runs on natural

required. This process has been

gas.

The

VE

used

for

electricity

thoroughly

organised

in

the

LY

produc-

new Worms factory. Initially, all

tion, whereas the heat

tanks and containers except for

ensures

the

is

the

correct

temperature of base

the water tanks for the sprinkler
system will be indoors.

materials and finished
products.

„With

In this way, the base oils,
which are prepared

this CHP we are

for

able to operate

production, are

HEAT

without

additi-

heated to the

STORAGE

onal heating. As a

suitable tempe-

result, we are redu-

rature.

next

day‘s

This

cing costs and emis-

avoids unneces-

sions that are harmful

sary waiting time

to the environment at

in production.

SUSTAINABILITY // FOCUS

THE ECONOMY
& ENVIRONMENT
Eco-friendly high-performance hydraulics oil
for industry with high energy savings potential.

I

n

the

same

way

as

machines and tools, lubricants and fuels are also a

cost factor. If this cost factor
can be minimised by using effi-

ciency measures, you will save
money.
ROWE products are characterised

by

superior

ageing

stability and optimum wear
protection. And last but not
least, they deliver significant
energy cost reductions.
CARING FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT

The lubricants by ROWE contri-

saves you money while helping

bute to a careful use of resources.

the

Ecology has many aspects. We are

The switch from conventional

thinking

focussing on sunflowers. After

hydraulics oil to ROWE products

benefit you in two ways.

environment.
of

the

Therefore,
future

will

many years of research, we are
now using sunflowers to produce
eco-friendly performance. ROWE
lubricants are not just profitable
HIGHTEC products, but also help

SAVE ONLINE
The energy savings calculator demonstrates
where you can make savings and how much.

to protect the environment.
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COVER STORY // ROWE VISION

ROWE WORLDWIDE
E

THE FIRST CUSTOMERS IN DENMARK
AND TAIWAN MARKED THE START OF THE
ROWE EXPORT BUSINESS IN 1995.
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ROWE VISION // COVER STORY

T

oday, ROWE‘s vision
of a global presence
has become reality.

The company now operates
in 70 countries, and more are
added to the list every year.
This is because the export
business will become increasingly important in the coming
years. In 2014, the export share
was already 50 percent of the
turnover.
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SPORTS & CULTURE // SQUASH

SPEED AND
CONCENTRATION
In business as well as in sports - ROWE only works
with first class teams.

From day one, sport has
been a key element in
ROWE‘s
sophy.

company
In

world‘s

philo-

squash,

No.1

Elshorbagy

the

Mohamed
bears

the

ROWE logo on his jersey.

R

egional events and

keen to promote young talent.

Michael Zehe is highly satis-

global

–

The top players from the club‘s

fied with the success of „his“

ROWE plays sports

own ranks include Jens and

athletes: „As a title sponsor and

Carsten Schoor who are both

partner of national and inter-

high-ranking amongst Germa-

national events, the ROWE logo

ny‘s men‘s squash players.

on our jerseys demonstrates

on all levels.
cant

success

The lubri-

manufacturer

is,

for

example, a partner of the
Black & White Racket Club

In 2014, Manager Michael

our company values around the

Zehe was pleased to welcome

world. Our guys have worked

was

Mohamed Elshorbagy to the

very hard for their established

founded in 1998, includes

Squash Team. After his win of

place. Squash is a fast sport

three

and

the U.S. Open 2014, the Egyp-

where quick reactions, indivi-

its 1st and 2nd teams are

tian who was born in 1991 is the

dual strength and flexibility

playing in the three-pronged

fourth youngest world No.1 of

count – personality characteri-

Bundesliga.

all times and has an impressive

stics that are equally important

list of successes.

to us in our daily business.“

e.V. in Worms.
The

club,
active

which
teams,

The club is particularly
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TRIATHLON // SPORTS & CULTURE

TRIATHLON POWER CUBED
A sport that demands everything and brings
athletes to their limits.
For several years, ROWE has

obstacles and go right up the

been supporting a number

limit. In this context, this sport

includes Carina Brechters,

of triathletes, thereby spon-

perfectly fits the ROWE philo-

chael Göhner, Anna Kusch, Mi-

soring one of the hardest

sophy of maximum performance,

chael März, Marco Maurer and

sports there are. And again, it

endurance and highest quality.

Dieter Holz.

The ROWE Triathlon Team
Mi-

shows that sports strengths

The best-known event in the

and company philosophy are

world is the IRONMAN Hawaii

Worms is a new sportsman who

a good marriage.

where competitors must swim

has recently joined the team

3.8 kilometres in the ocean, cycle

and is currently undergoing an

three

over a distance of 180 kilometres

advanced training regime.

swimming,

and then run a full marathon.

I

n

triathlon,

disciplines

of

the

ROWE

athletes

Miskovic

from

From now on there is the

proved

female triathletes team. ROWE

be tackled one after the other.

their metal at various events

is looking to forward the coope-

This is a challenge for every

in Germany and abroad and

ration with Stimmel Sports and

athlete and always means that

demonstrated that they are able

wishes

he or she must prove his / her

to compete with the best in the

Binninger,

stamina, overcome his / her own

world and achieve high rankings.

Anna Kusch good luck.

cycling and running are to

The

Santino

Jana

Uderstadt,

Tanja

Turzyn

Jana
and
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RACING LAB // OIL TEST

WE ARE
TESTING
OUR
PRODUCTS
Motorsport is ideal
for increasing brand
presence, improving
our image and
as an open air lab

U

nder

the

extreme

conditions of motorsport, lubricants must

demonstrate their performance
in all areas of a vehicle.

This

gives ROWE an opportunity to
test the effect of additives right
up to the limits – and better than
in any laboratory. In this way, we
can gain valuable insights for
the formulation of engine oils
and other resources for standard applications for ordinary
road traffic.

1
2

GREASE

3
4
5

GEAR OIL

COOLING SYSTEM
PROTECTION

BRAKE FLUID
ENGINE OIL

2
3

OIL TEST // RACING LAB

4

5

1

VIDEO
Layout of
the ROWE
RACING SLS
AMG GT3
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SAVE THE DATE

28 MAR

31 MAY

18 JUL

ROWE RACING

SAkkOH

ROWE

61. ADAC Westfalenfahrt

Accordion Concert

Summer festival for employee

Nürburgring

Wiesbaden

Worms

29 MAR

02 TO 04 JUN

24 TO 26 JUL

Triathlon

Exhibition

ROWE RACING

Ironman

Automechanika

Total 24h of Spa

South Africa

Dubai

Spa

11 TO 12 APR

19 TO 20 JUN

05. SEP

ROWE RACING

ROWE RACING

ROWE RACING

Blancpain Endurance Series

Blancpain Endurance Series

Opel 6h ADAC

Monza

Le Castellet

Trophy Race
Nürburgring

25 APR

20 JUN

ROWE RACING

SAkkOH

19 TO 20 SEP

40. DMV 4-hour Race

Accordion Concert

ROWE RACING

Nürburgring

Bechtolsheim

Blancpain Endurance Series
Nürburgring

15 TO 17 MAY

21 JUN

ROWE RACING

SAkkOH

13 TO 17 OCT

ADAC Zurich 24h Race

Accordion Concert

Exhibition

Nürburgring

Worms, Chapel in

FAKUMA

the Prinz-Carl-Anlage

Friedrichshafen

ROWE RACING

21 JUN

17 OCT

Blancpain Endurance Series

Triathlon

ROWE RACING

Silverstone

Ironman 70.3

ROWE DMV

Luxembourg

250-Mile-Race

23 TO 24 MAY

30 MAY

Nürburgring

SAkkOH

28 JUN

Accordion Concert

Triathlon

Worms

Ironman
Austria
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Weitere Termine in Planung!

MARKETING

JP KRAEMER
Racing driver swears by ROWE quality.

Lubricant

specialist

begins

the lubricants manufacturer to

cooperation with the tuning

the attention of the car-loving

professionals

target audience. From now on,

of

JP

Perfor-

mance GmbH!

ROWE will be featured in the
TV broadcasts „PS-Profis“ (The

Cars and oil are for men: Since

Racing Professionals) as well as

October 2013, the cool racing

being included in the Facebook

professional „JP“ Kraemer has

and YouTube contributions by JP

been advertising for ROWE. His

Performance.

job is to bring the products of

»

ROWE
IS MY
CHOICE

«

BY PS-PROFI
RECOMMENDED

J P KR AE M E R
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NEW DESIGN.
SAME PASSION.

2005

2015

1995

+49 6241 / 5906-0 | info@rowe.com.de | www.rowe.com.de

Find out more on our homepage
www.rowe.com.de

Or find us on facebook and become a fan
under www.facebook.com/RoweMineraloel

Find out more on our homepage
www.rowe-racing.de

Or find us on facebook and become a fan
under www.facebook.com/RoweRacing
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INSIDE

THE DEVELOPMENT
OF ROWE!
THE ROWE VISION

ANNIVERSARY!
20 YEARS OF ROWE
AN SME SUCCESS STORY

WORLD RECORD
FOR GT3 ENGINES!
THE MOTORSPORT
EXTREME TEST

Find more details on
www.rowe.com.de

